ThreatDown and Stellar Cyber
Partnering to deliver consistent security outcomes

As security products become more complicated, security teams, especially those with limited resources, must spend more time maintaining their security controls than using them to investigate and mitigate cyber threats.

ThreatDown and Stellar Cyber focus on delivering products that meet the needs of resource-constrained security teams. Now, the power of our independent products combined to deliver a comprehensive security platform to produce consistent security outcomes across all environments; on-premises, cloud, and anything in between.

**Next-gen EDR**

- Non-disruptive, role-based access, deploy within minutes
- Lightweight endpoint agent
- Intuitive cloud-native management
- Collects detailed threat information for analysis and investigation
- Guided threat hunting to search for Indicators of Compromise (IOCs)
- 7-day ransomware rollback for Windows workstations
- No performance impact

**Next-gen EDR Benefits**

- With a few simple clicks you can protect your business and brand, improve your regulatory compliance posture, and avoid costly downtime
- Fight ransomware with next-gen technology
- Secure your team with brute force protection against attacks on remote employee’s passwords

**Open XDR Platform**

- Ingests, normalizes, and enriches all your security data, including endpoints, network, cloud, and logs into a single repository
- Automatically detects and correlates alerts using a proprietary multi-modal threat detection engine driven by machine learning
- Accelerates threat investigations and threat hunting with contextual data and correlated incidents
- Provides automated and manual response actions in real-time

**Open XDR Benefits**

- Enhanced visibility reduces the risk of damaging breach
- Dramatic increase in security analysts’ productivity and efficiency
- Reduce attacker dwell time, minimizing attack impact
- Improve ROI of your existing security stack investment
How it Works

ThreatDown EDR collects critical endpoint and server data and sends it to Stellar Cyber.

Stellar Cyber ingests, normalizes, and analyzes ThreatDown data and all other collected data to identify potential threats.

As security analysts complete investigation in Stellar Cyber, response actions are sent ThreatDown to eliminate the threat.

Take the First Step Today

Every security team should be able to deliver continuous, consistent security regardless of their skills or experience. With Stellar Cyber Open XDR and ThreatDown, you get the capabilities you need to deliver consistent security outcomes. Visit www.threatdown.com or www.stellarcyber.ai today to start your journey.

About Malwarebytes

Malwarebytes is a global cybersecurity leader delivering award-winning endpoint protection, privacy and threat prevention solutions worldwide. Built on decades of experience as the last resort to find and eradicate the latest malware, Malwarebytes is now trusted by millions of individuals and organizations to stop threats at each stage of the attack lifecycle, secure digital identities and safeguard data and privacy. A world class team of threat researchers and proprietary AI-powered engines provide unmatched threat intelligence to detect and prevent known and unknown threats. The company is headquartered in California with offices in Europe and Asia. For more information and career opportunities, visit https://www.malwarebytes.com.

About Stellar Cyber

Stellar Cyber Open XDR platform delivers comprehensive, unified security without complexity, empowering lean security teams of any skill to successfully secure their environments. With Stellar Cyber, organizations reduce risk with early and precise identification and remediation of threats while slashing costs, retaining investments in existing tools, and improving analyst productivity, delivering a 8x improvement in MTTD and an 20x improvement in MTTR. The company is based in Silicon Valley. For more information, contact https://stellarcyber.ai.